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Micro Micro Ramp Cyan (SA0192)  
 

The light weight and the wide T-bar make
the Micro Ramp the ideal scooter for
ambitious freestyle beginners. So that
every detail really fits, it was developed in
collaboration with professional riders. The
stunt scooter has a reinforced one-piece
bar made of chrome steel, a concave
aluminum deck with non-slip grip tape,
100 mm metal core wheels and an
extremely robust Flex-Fender Breme
made of steel. With the Micro Ramp you
will soon amaze the spectators in the
skatepark!

Reinforced OPB handlebar Extremely
robust Flex Fender brake Concave
aluminum deck

 CHF 119.00  
      

      

Ideal for: Sports & leisure, skate park, going to school
Age: 5 years+, 10 years+, teenager
Product weight: 3-5 kg
Weight: 3.7 kg
Handlebar height: 81.5 cm
Foldable handlebar: No
Height adjustable handlebar: No
Tire size: 100 mm
Tire material: PU tires
Wheels: 100mm PU
Running board: Lightweight
Deck Dimensions: 10.5x33 cm
Skill Level: Beginner
Bar Dimensions: 51x75 cm
Deck surface - T-Bar: 75 cm
Fork: Steel fork
Headset: Standard headset
Footboard width: 10.5 cm
Footboard length : 50 cm
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Footboard Material: Aluminum, Non-slip sandpaper coating
Max. Load: 100 kg
Mudguard: No
Stand: No
Strap holder: No

2nd place 

Second place at SRF Swiss Radio and Television "Kassensturz Espresso".

Both in the practical test with school children and in the laboratory, the Micro Ramp could convince.

Link: https://www.srf.ch/sendungen/kassensturz-espresso/tests/test-kinder-trottinette-nicht-die-farbe-die-
raeder-sind-wichtig

Clear test winners Both in the practical test and in the laboratory, two models were convincing: Ramp
from Micro offers a lot of quality for not too much money, and Pro Scooter from Chilli is more expensive,
but by far the strongest model. Anyone buying a scooter should definitely find out whether spare parts
are available for the model. In the practical test has shown: The wheels can break quickly. And if no
replacement wheel can be procured, the joy of riding a scooter is quickly over.
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